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Introduction
This project examines the 3-D geometry and deformation history of a major restraining bend pop-up structure
located offshore southern California S Santa Catalina Island.  The Catalina fault links two major southern
California right-slip fault systems, the Santa Cruz-Catalina Ridge and the San Diego Trough fault zones
(Figure 1).  The Catalina fault restraining bend is about 100 km in length, and considered capable of large

earthquakes, M=7.0-7.6 (Table
1; Legg et al. 2004).  The San
Clemente fault zone also
merges with the Catalina fault
at the northwest corner of
Catalina Basin exhibiting
geometry resembling that of
the San Jacinto fault zone
where it merges with the San
Andreas fault near Cajon Pass.
 A high-resolution record of
the long-term geological
interaction between faults at
the intersection of the San
Clemente, Catalina, and Santa
Cruz-Catalina Ridge fault
zones is preserved and
recorded in seismic reflection
profiles.  High-resolution
multibeam swath bathymetry
in this area allows accurate
mapping of the fault
morphology.  We use a
relatively dense grid of public-
domain seismic reflection
profiles exists to study the
upper crustal structure of the
Santa Catalina Island pop-up
and the complex deformation
at the major fault intersection.

Figure 1.  Map showing major segments of the San Clemente fault system offshore southern California and
northern Baja California.  See Table 1 for segment names and fault parameters.



Table 1.  Major segments of the San Clemente Fault System.

No. Fault Name Length
(km)

Magnitude
(max)

Slip Rate
(mm/yr)

1 Santa Cruz - Catalina Ridge 84.9 7.3 ?

2 Catalina Ridge 67.8 7.2 ?

3 Catalina Escarpment 107.7 7.4 ?

4 East San Clemente 49.8 7.1 ?

5 North San Clemente Ridge 35.0 6.9 ?

6 San Clemente Ridge 99.1 7.4 ?

7 San Clemente Island 138.2 7.6 5?

8 San Clemente (Navy Fan) 40.2 7.0 ?

9 Bend Region 130.9 7.5 5?

10 San Isidro 303.3 7.9 5?

11 San Diego Trough 241.6 7.8 ?

Figure 2. Stratigraphic sections in the vicinity of NW Catalina Basin.
Stratigraphy
Stratigraphic control (Figure 2) on
major sedimentary sequences
imaged in the seismic reflection
profiles is provided by bottom
samples of the U.S. Geological
Survey (Vedder et al, 1974; Vedder,
1987) and a shallow borehole in
Santa Monica Basin, ODP-1015,
which provides control on latest
Pleistocene sediments (Lyle et al,
1997; Normark and McGann, 2004;
Normark et al, 2004).  Well-bedded
sedimentary sequences are imaged
on seismic reflection profiles in the
area (Figure 4).  These sequences
are inferred to represent Miocene
and younger turbidites and
hemipelagic sediments correlative
with the Monterey, “Repetto”, and
“Pico” facies of the Los Angeles,
Santa Monica, and San Pedro basins
(Figures 3 and 4).  Acoustically
transparent units (few internal
reflectors) are interpreted to
r ep resen t  more  c l ay - r i ch
hemipelagic units, and well-bedded



units with long, continuous and coherent reflectors are considered turbidites.  The shallowest unit in Santa
Monica Basin consists of latest Pleistocene to Holocene turbidites from the Hueneme and other submarine
fans along the northern and northeastern margins of the basin (Normark et al, 2004).  The upper 150 m of
sediments cored in ODP-1015 is considered to be younger than about 60 ka (Lyle et al, 1997), so that these
highly reflective turbidite units are latest Quaternary age.  The less reflective hemipelagic units on the
northeast flank of the Santa Cruz-Catalina Ridge have been mapped as early Pliocene to late Miocene age,
(Vedder et al, 1986).  However, our high-resolution seismic profiles show that the shallowest sediments in
this area merge into or interfinger with late Quaternary to Holocene turbidites in Santa Monica Bay.

Data
High-resolution multibeam swath bathymetry compiled by Oregon State University ( C. Goldfinger & J.
Chaytor, pers. commun., 2005) provide exceptional images of the seafloor morphology along the Catalina
fault, Santa Cruz-Catalina Ridge and the northwest end of Catalina Basin (Figures 3 & 5).  Lateral resolution
of seafloor features is approximately 50 m to 100 m depending on water depth, and vertical resolution is less
than one meter.  Data shown in this report have been gridded at a 100-m horizontal interval and mapped using
a Mercator projection.  The bathymetry image was geo-registered into our Geographic Information System
(GIS) so that shot point navigation, earthquake epicenters, and other spatial data may be overlaid to produce
appropriate maps for this study (Figures 3 & 5).  Lastly, the seafloor geomorphology was used in conjunction
with the seismic reflection profiles to map the major fault traces and other geologic structure.

Multichannel seismic reflection profiles provide the primary subsurface images used to map faulting and
shallow geologic structure.  These data include moderate penetration profiles from the USGS (cruise L4-90-
SC), some recently released Western GECO profiles (w1-70-sc), and older (1970s vintage) single channel
analog sparker profiles from the USGS archives.  In addition, eight high-resolution, 24-channel, mini-sparker
profiles along the southern Santa Cruz-Catalina Ridge (e.g., Figure 4) were provided by Oregon State
University (C. Goldfinger, pers. commun., 2004).  The latter profiles were processed through stack and post-
stack migration at Legg Geophysical using the commercial software VISTA (GEDCO, Seismic Imaging
Solutions).  Depth converted profiles were loaded into the interpretation workstation, Geographix and
SeisVision (Landmark). Velocity control for the depth conversion was based on the stacking velocity
analysis, wide-angle reflection and refraction seismic profiles obtained in the Borderland (Moore, 1969; Shor
et al, 1976).

Results
The major faults of the San Clemente fault system, including the Santa Cruz-Catalina Ridge, Catalina, San
Clemente, and San Diego Trough faults are near vertical right-slip faults (Figure 1 and Table 1).  Non-vertical
dip is interpreted for parts of the Catalina fault based upon elastic dislocation modeling of the Santa Catalina
Island structural uplift (Legg et al (2004).  The MCS profiles confirm the vertical dip of the major right-slip
faults, although complex “palm tree” structures exist where the main fault branches into multiple near surface
faults.  The overall length of the San Clemente fault system exceeds 600 km, and cascading ruptures along
multiple fault segments may occur resulting in major (M>7.5) earthquakes.  The well-defined fault character
expressed in the seafloor geomorphology, with continuous fault scarps that extend for tens of kilometers with
heights of hundreds of meters, demonstrates the late Quaternary fault activity.  Youthful sediments partly
filling elongate basins along the Santa Cruz-Catalina Ridge are displaced by the major fault segments.
Abundant seismicity including the 1981 Santa Barbara Island and 1986 Offshore Oceanside earthquake
sequences occurs along the major faults in this area (Figure 5), manifestation of the continued fault
movement.  The gap in seismicity apparent between these two historical sequences may result from locking
of the Catalina fault restraining bend until future large earthquake ruptures between the San Diego Trough
and Santa Cruz-Catalina Ridge occur.  Such large earthquakes would likely cause severe damage to the
adjacent coastal areas, especially if a local tsunami were generated (Legg et al, 2004).



Figure 3.  High-resolution bathymetry of the intersection between the San Clemente fault and the Catalina fault.  Red line
shows location of high-resolution seismic profile (mini-sparker source, 24-channel streamer).

Figure 4.  High-resolution 24-channel seismic profile across the southeastern Santa Cruz-Catalina Ridge showing major
faults and deformed sedimentary sequences.
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The San Clemente fault merges with the Catalina and Santa Cruz-Catalina Ridge faults at the northwest
corner of Catalina Basin.  High-resolution multibeam swath bathymetry provides a detailed map of the major
faults at this intersection (Figure 3).  The Catalina fault steps to the right near Farnsworth Bank and proceeds
northwest along Catalina Ridge.  An elongate, triangular-shaped block appears to be offset about 20 km
forming a pull-apart basin in its wake at this releasing step-over  Where the San Clemente fault branches to
the northeast cutting diagonally across the northwest corner of Catalina Basin, another deep pull-apart basin
occurs.  Farther north, where the East San Clemente fault nears the Catalina Ridge fault, narrow elongate
basins between these two major fault segments exist and are inferred to be transtensional sags or pull-apart
basins. Transfer of right-slip from the San Clemente fault zone to the Catalina Ridge fault is inferred to form
these structural depressions, similar to the Cajon Pass region where the San Jacinto fault zone merges with
the San Andreas fault.  These basins have been uplifted by transpression along the Santa Catalina Island
restraining bend and the Santa Cruz-Catalina Ridge.

Fault-normal shortening has uplifted Miocene and younger sedimentary sequences along the Santa Cruz-
Catalina Ridge (Figure 3 and 4).    To the southeast, where the San Clemente fault converges toward the
Catalina Ridge fault, a complex set of northwest-trending folds and reverse faults occurs that likely represents
local termination of the San Clemente fault as well as overall transpression along the Santa Cruz-Catalina
Ridge.  Uplift of well-bedded turbidites along the northeast flank of the Santa Cruz-Catalina Ridge shows that
transpression initiated in Pliocene time, although the major uplift appears to be a Quaternary event.  The
greatest uplift is located along the Santa Cruz-Catalina Ridge fault zone where acoustic basement of either
Miocene volcanic rocks or Catalina Schist crops out in fault slivers and the late Miocene to early Pleistocene
turbidites with moderate northeast dips (30 to 45 degrees) are truncated at the seafloor.  On some high-
resolution MSC profiles, well-bedded reflectors inferred to be late Pleistocene turbidites conformably overlay
the Tertiary sequences and are uplifted more than 400 meters.  These data suggest that much of the uplift
along the Santa Cruz-Catalina Ridge occurred during late Quaternary time, possibly related to the Pasadenan
orogeny.  Subsidence of the northeast margin of Catalina Basin, with local uplift at the Catalina fault involves
the youngest basin sediments and implies continuing uplift of the Santa Catalina Island restraining bend pop-
up.  Further research is needed to constrain more accurately the age of these late Quaternary sequences
uplifted along the Santa Catalina Island restraining bend and the Santa Cruz-Catalina Ridge fault zone.  Such
constraint will permit estimates of the slip rate along these important offshore faults.
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Figure 5.  Map showing Santa Catalina Island and vicinity with major faults and earthquake epicenters.  Solid circles are relocated epicenters
for the 1981 and 1986 earthquake sequences (Astiz & Shearer, 2000).  Small stars are SCSN locations of M4 or larger events (1932-1998), and
large stars show locations of moderate earthquakes (M~6) based on special studies (Corbett, 1984; Hauksson & Gross, 1991; Hauksson & 
Jones, 1988).  Offset rim of Emery Knoll Crater shows 60 km of post-Middle Miocene right-slip along the San Clemente fault (Legg et al, 2004).
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